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is not to be presumed that he used the expression in three different
senses, or that he adopted the legal import given to it by the law of the
one place, rather than that given to it by the law of either of the other
two places. But if his domicil were in England, there is the presumption
that he was acquainted with the sense attached to it by the law of Eng-
land, and that he used it in this sense.'
Cases in     The adoption of this principle does not infringe any local
which wills ruje Q£ ^ iex s-ltus  nor cjoes jt Derogate from the sovereign
must be	'    .	i •   i      i      i        i  •       •	iaii
construed power of the country m which the land is situated. All courts,
according jn ac[mimStering private international law, desire to give effect
to lex situs	,   . ° x     .	• i     i     i	1  •       i	/t
to expressed intentions, provided that this does not conflict
with the public policy of the forum or of the situs, and it is a
matter of indifference that A takes land under a will which has
been construed according to the law of the testator's domicil,
though B would have taken had the construction been that of
the lex situs. This, however, gives us the clue to the limits of the
doctrine. If the rules of the lex situs make it illegal or impossible
to give effect to the will as construed by the system of law
intended by the testator, the general principle must perforce
give way, and the construction adopted must be that of the
lex situs. Or again, if the interest arising from a will which has
been so construed possesses incidents different in the situs
- from what are recognized by the lex domiciliij the lex situs must
prevail, for it is that law which determines the nature and
extent of estates and interests in immovables. The testator may,
indeed, make his own dictionary, but the lex situs has the last
word.
Rule as to We venture, then, to state the law as follows:
constnic-
ti0n fated ^ W*^ °^ immovakles must be construed according to the system of
law intended by the testator. This is presumed to be the law of his
domicil at the time when the will is made, but the presumption will be
rebutted if-evidence is adduced from the language of the will proving
that he made his dispositions with reference to some other legal system.
If, however, the interest that arises from such construction is not per-
mitted or not recognized by the lex situs the latter law must prevail.
Mt now remains to examine the English authorities with the
1 view of discovering whether the principle that has been stated
1 above is accepted in this country.
k Was ^ec^ed in £/a<^v. Cook,1 an appeal to the House of
Lords from the Court of Session in Scotland, that the size of
1 (1883), SApp.Cas. 577.

